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Abstract 
  
In this study we explore the diversity and its distribution along the wheat leaf rust resistance 
protein LR10 three dimensional structure. Lr10 is a leaf rust resistance gene encoding a 
coiled-coil  nucleotide-binding-siteleucine-rich-repeat class of protein (CC-NBS-LRR). 
Lr10 was cloned and sequenced from 58 accessions representing diverse habitats of wild 
emmer wheat in Israel. Nucleotide diversity was very high relative to other wild emmer wheat 
genes ( = 0.029). The CC domain was found to be the most diverse domain and subject to  
positive selection. Superimposing the diversity on the CC 3D structure has shown that some 
of the variable and positively selected  residues are solvent exposed and may interact with 
other proteins.  The LRR domain was relatively conserved, but had a hotspot of amino acid 
variation between two haplotypes in the ninth repeat. This repeat is longer than the other 
LRRs and the 3D modeling suggests that an extensive alpha helix structure is formed in this 
region.  The two haplotypes also differed in splicing regulation motifs. In genotypes with one 
haplotype, an intron was alternatively spliced in this region while in genotypes with the other 
haplotype, this intron did not splice at all. The two haplotypes are proposed to be ancient and 
maintained by balancing selection. 
Keywords: Allelic diversity, Alternative splicing, NBS-LRR, Triticum dicoccoides
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Introduction
 The majority of disease resistance genes (R genes) isolated from plants, conferring resistance 
to bacterial, fungal, oomycete, or viral pathogens, encode proteins containing a nucleotide-
binding site and a leucine-rich repeat domain (NBS-LRR) (Dangl and Jones 2001). The NBS 
(NB-ARC) domain has a role in signal transduction mediated by nucleotide phosphorylation 
and is the most conserved part of the gene (Pan et al. 2000; van Ooijen et al. 2008). The LRR 
domain is involved in pathogen recognition,  it is subject to diversifying selection between 
paralogs  and it is subjected to balancing selection between allels (Bergelson et al. 2001; Jiang 
et al. 2007; Meyers et al. 1998, Bakker et al 2006). In monocots, only the CC-NBS-LRR 
subclass is present, in which a coiled coil (CC) domain is found at the N terminus of the NBS-
LRR domains (Pan et al. 2000). The CC domain is involved in signaling and, in many cases, 
also in pathogen recognition (Rairdan et al. 2008 and references therein). 
R genes in plants are highly diverse and evolve rapidly (Dangl and Jones 2001; Rose et al. 
2004). Bakker et al (2006) found that the nucleotide diversity and the number of segregating 
sites between alleles of R-genes is higher than the whole genome average. In some R-genes, 
diversity is maintained by frequency dependent selection (Tellier and Brown 2007). In these 
genes, alleles are cycled between high and low frequency in a long co-evolution with 
pathogens in a form of trench warfare. The trench warfare model predicts that the 
polymorphism will be old and under balancing selection (Holub 2001; Stahl et al. 1999).
In some R genes, the LRR domain is alternatively spliced, where more than one alternative 
variant is required to confer resistance. In many cases, one of the alternative isoforms carry a 
premature stop codon that results in a shorter LRR domain or its complete truncation (Dinesh-
Kumar and Baker 2000; Gassmann 2008; Jordan et al. 2002). Splicing is regulated by splicing 
factors (SF); these proteins bind to specific motifs on the pre-mRNA and facilitate the splicing 
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process. Some of them can enhance and some can suppress splicing (Gromak et al. 2003). 
The wheat leaf rust resistance gene Lr10, cloned from the A genome of cultivated bread wheat 
(Triticum aestivum), is one of 60 leaf rust resistance genes known in wheat, and one out of 
four of these that have been cloned so far . Lr10 is one of three resistance genes with a known 
sequence in the wild emmer wheat genome  (Cloutier et al. 2007; Feuillet et al. 2003; Huang 
et al. 2003; Krattinger et al. 2009, Fu et al. 2009). Lr10 is a single copy gene and a member of 
the CC-NBS-LRR subclass. Lr10 is an ancient and polymorphic gene present in all three 
ploidy levels in the Triticum genus. Lr10 N terminus is the most diverse segment and is 
subject to diversifying selection (Feuillet et al. 2003; Isidore et al. 2005; Loutre et al. 2009; 
Sela et al. 2011). A recent study has shown that another gene, RGA 2, closely linked to Lr10 is 
required to mediate resistance by Lr10 (Loutre et al. 2009). Sela et al. (2011) have revealed 
that linkage disequilibrium rapidly decays along Lr10, except for the LRR domain, where a 
LD block was found. This block was formed by two haplotypes, highly diverged, that do not 
recombine. These two haplotypes were found together in populations across Israel and in T.  
urartu,the ancestor of T. dicoccoides. 
Wild emmer wheat (T. dicoccoides) is an allotetraploid (BBAA) species that emerged from 
the polyploidization event joining together the A genome from T. urartu and the B genome 
from an extinct member of the sitopsis section that is a close relative of Aegilops speltoides 
(Feldman et al. 1995).  Wild emmer wheat is the progenitor of most cultivated wheat species, 
and its natural habitats are located in the Fertile Crescent of the Middle East.  The center of 
diversity of wild emmer wheat is found in the catchment area of  the upper Jordan Valley in 
Israel and vicinity (Nevo and Beiles 1989; Luo et al. 2007).  The wild emmer wheat gene pool 
is a valuable source of R genes that can be transferred into cultivated wheat (Knott et al. 2005; 
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Marais et al. 2005; Mergoum et al. 2005; Rong et al. 2000; Uauy et al. 2005). The study of R-
genes genetic diversity can  reveal novel  alleles present in the wild emmer wheat population 
and their functional significance. This will help to plan efficient conservation and utilization 
of this important gene pool. Furthermore, diversity study in a wild population that is related to 
an important crop has the advantage of capturing the long evolutionary history of  wild 
populations in their natural habitats.  
Leaf rust, caused by Puccinia triticina, is the most prevalent disease of wheat worldwide. It is 
highly specific and can be carried across thousands of kilometers by wind (Kolmer 2005). 
Most of T. dicoccoides accessions from Israel are susceptible to local and North American leaf 
rust isolates, while a small fraction of them are resistant (Anikster et al. 2005; Moseman et al. 
1985; Sela et al. 2011). Nevertheless, leaf rust resistance genes from T. dicoccoides were 
introgressed into cultivated wheat (Marais et al. 2005). 
In previous paper, Sela et al (2011) , we have studied the distribution and the diversity of Lr10 
haplotypes in different populations and the recombination patterns of Lr10. In the current 
paper we will focus on the distribution of the diversity over the 3D structure of  LR10 protein, 
study variation in alternative splicing regulation between genotypes and look for selection 
forces that shaped the diversity.     
Results
Sequence diversity along Lr10
 A total of 100 accessions of wild emmer wheat from 12 populations were tested for the 
presence of Lr10. In 95 accessions, Lr10 was present as determined by PCR amplifications. 
The full-length 4 kb Lr10 was cloned and sequenced from 58 accessions. Reads were first 
assembled into contigs for each accession, after which multiple alignments of the DNA 
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sequences and predicted proteins were generated from the contigs. . Alignments of the most 
diverse predicted protein sequences are presented in Fig.1. Four accessions had a 1.2kb 
deletion of the NBS domain. These sequences were not included in the diversity analysis. 
Three sequences had a premature stop codon in position 130. An alignment of the remaining 
54 sequences revealed the presence of 33 haplotypes. 
Analysis of the sequence alignments showed that the CC domain is the most diverse (  =  
0.083) and that the first intron is the most conserved segment (  = 0.005; Table 1, Fig. 2),  
while the overall  was 0.029. A sliding window diversity analysis revealed three hotspots of  
diversity (Fig 1 and Fig 2; X,Y, Z). These hotspots were further analyzed by 3D modeling of 
the protein structure. The Tajima (1989) and Fu & Li (1993) neutrality tests using a 100 bp 
sliding window revealed significant deviation from neutrality in the region between 
nucleotide positions 3300 and 3500 in the middle of the LRR domain, which is the Z hotspot 
in Fig 2 (D=2.98, F=2.48 p<0.01 ). Negative D and F values were observed in the first intron 
and in the NBS and LRR regions (Fig. 2). On the protein level, analysis using average 
pairwise distance, determined by the JTT substitution matrix (Jones 1992), showed that the 
CC domain was the most diverse (average  pairwise distance = 0.155) and the LRR domain 
was the most conserved (0.033), while the overall protein diversity was 0.063 (Table 1).  The 
fixed-effects likelihood method (FEL) analysis was used to screen for codons subject to 
positive and negative selection by testing the significance of the dN-dS difference (non-
synonymous versus synonymous substitutions) for each codon (Pond and Frost 2005). Nine 
codons in the CC domain were significantly (P < 0.1) under positive selection (in 3 codons, P 
< 0.05) while 36 codons, scattered all over the gene, were under negative selection (Fig. 1, 
Fig 3). Amino acid replacements in the positively selected codons had, in most cases, negative 
BLOSUM62 scores, meaning that those replacements are rare and that the replaced residues 
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are likely to have different physico-chemical properties (Table 2) (Henikoff and Henikoff 
1992). The partition approach for robust inference of selection (PARRIS) analysis (Scheffler 
et al. 2006), testing dN/dS ratios, detected signatures of positive selection in the CC domain 
and in the whole gene (Table 1, p=0.006 and p=7.4x10-6, respectively).
 Detection of new alternatively spliced intron 
cDNA was synthesized from eight accessions representing the whole spectrum of diversity of 
Lr10. In four of them, two products were amplified for the LRR domain, one with the 
predicted size and the other 333 nt shorter. Sequence analysis of these products revealed that 
the short product is the result of alternative splicing of an intron by "intron retention" (Ner-
Gaon et al. 2004). The alternative splicing does not alter the reading frame, but deletes 5 
repeats from the LRR domain. This second intron was not detected previously in Lr10. A 
closer look at the 5' splicing junction in all of the T. dicoccoides sequences revealed two 
haplotypes in this region: One has the GU junction required for splicing and the other lacks 
the junction (Fig 4). Furthermore, a very high nucleotide and amino acid diversity was found 
in the adjacent region (Fig.1, R9-R10; Fig 2 hotspot Z), where eighteen out of 70 amino acids 
(26%) were replaced. Sequence analysis of this region in the A genome species T. urartu and 
T. monococcum (4 accessions each) revealed that the two haplotypes were present in both 
species (data not shown). In order to determine if the creation or deletion of the splicing site 
was more likely the outcome of a single event or of a longer process, a comparative analysis 
between the two haplotypes was conducted in a search for binding sites of splicing factors 
(SF), using SFs that are known to be present in plants (Table 3)(Akerman et al. 2009). This 
screening was conducted on a ~1 kb segment beginning 500 nt upstream of the 5' splice site of 
the second intron and ending at the stop codon. A summary of all binding sites, unique to each 
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haplotype, is presented in Fig. 5. The most significant result was obtained for the CUG 
binding protein (CUG-BP). The splicing haplotype had 19 CUG-BP binding sites that were 
located upstream of the 5' splice site. Five of them were unique to this haplotype. The non-
splicing haplotype had 14 binding sites, none of them being unique. 
Assessment of the LRR domain structure 
Assessment of the LRR domain structure 
In order to map the properties and variability of the LR10 sequence cluster onto the structure, 
a probabilistic 3D model of the LRR domain was built using the joint fragment remote 
homology modeling method described in Slootweg (2009). The diversity values of 31 T.  
diccocoides LR10 sequences and the Thatcher LR10 (GeneBank AAQ01784) sequence were 
mapped onto the model. The start position of the LRR domain was defined as the first 
LxxLxL motif after the MHD motif in the NBS domain (Fig 1). Alternative candidates for 
LxxLxL motifs were present along the sequence. These were profiled for their local intrinsic 
disorder, accessibility and contact-forming propensity and then matched against the profiles of 
the documented LxxLxL motifs from our 3D LRR database (Slootweg 2009). Only those 
LxxLxL motifs corresponding to the documented profiles were retained for defining the LRR 
repeats. The LRR profile obtained in this manner had repeats with a constant length of about 
23 aa, with only one exception, repeat number 9 (~37 aa ) - located in the center of the 
structure. The reliability of the proposed LRR profile was confirmed by secondary structure 
prediction, and is entirely consistent in all 32 sequences, with variability restricted to the 
regions outside the defined LxxLxL. 
Template analysis based on our LRR database (Slootweg 2009) indicates that most of the 
LR10-LRR repeats are highly similar to counterpart repeats within the Internalin C template 
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from Listeria monocytogenes [PDB code: 1xeu ; Ooi et al. (2006)]. The only one exception is 
the LR10 9th repeat, which is highly similar to the 5th repeat from RanGAP1 [PDB code: 
1k5d; Seewald et al. (2002)].
According to our method (Slootweg 2009), the optimal global LRR frame of Lr10 was built 
from four fragments of 5, 4, 1 and 6 repeats, respectively. Three of these fragments - one, two 
and four - were modelled starting from their best matching counterparts in 1xeu, while 
fragment three, consisting from repeat number 9 in LR10 (37 aa), was modeled starting from 
r5 from RanGAP1. 
The overall integrated model is shown in Fig 6. The hotspot of amino acid diversity is located 
around the 9th repeat. Amino acid substitutions in this region do not change the helix 
propensity and are predicted to be exposed to the surface. BLOSUM62 scores for the amino 
acid substitutions in this region were mainly negative, suggesting large differences in 
properties of the substituted residues. In the short variant of the protein, the five repeats R10-
R15 are deleted, leaving only the acidic C terminus. The shorter LRR domain, according to 
this prediction, can still form a canonical horse shoe.
Assessment of the CC domain structure
The boundaries of the CC domain were delineated with CDART, Interpro, and predictors for 
secondary structure and intra-domain loop sequences (see experimental procedures ). 
Combined, all these analyses indicate that in LR10, the CC domain can be set in between aa 
1-132 (Fig1). To spot structural differences between the CCs of LR10 sequences, an unrooted 
similarity tree was built with PHYLIP, using BLOSUM62 (not shown). Using this structural 
similarity matrix, five main groups were identified with no obvious local structure 
differences. One gap free representative was retained for further analysis (18_4). In all cases, 
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secondary structure predictors delineate three helical regions (H1, H2a & H2b) with high 
contact and low intrinsic disorder propensities, which suggest stable helical conformations.
Sequence analysis indicates that Lr10-CC has 29.6% identity and over 60.0% similarity with 
the CC domain of the Hordem vulgare MLA10 which was recently crystallized in a dimeric 
form (Maekawa et al. 2011). In addition, independent secondary structure prediction of LR10-
CC shows a perfect match with the MLA10-CC secondary structure pattern observed in the 
crystal structure. This very good match of secondary structure patterns and coiled-coils 
specific heptads was further used to refine the alignment and place insertions within the loops 
that interconnect the secondary stretches (Fig. S1). To double check the alignment, threading 
of LR10-CC sequence onto the template 3D-structure was performed with SLIDE (Hanganu 
et al. 2009) and resulted in a contiguous hydrophobic contacts of H1 with H2a-H2b strand. All 
of these steps indicate that homology modeling can be used to build a highly reliable model of 
LR10-CC starting from MLA-CC. In sequence conserved regions coordinates were 
transferred from the template while connecting loops were generated ab initio and subjected 
to repeated rounds of simulated annealing and minimization.
Sequence variability mapping is shown in Fig. 7 as a color gradient running from blue to red, 
corresponding to the decrease in similarity from high to low, respectively. As can be readily 
seen in Fig. 7, two apparently unrelated regions of the surface show significant variability: 
(X) the exposed surface of the first strand - H1; (W) the linkers between H2a and H2b. These 
linkers have a significant propensity for intrinsic disorder; thus, a certain degree of variability 
could be expected in these locations without disturbing the structure. Two of the nine 
positively selected codons (Table 2) were located on the helices surface outside the 
hydrophobic zipper (intramolecular contact surface) and had -3 BLOSUM62 scores (Table 2). 
Four positively selected codons were to be  located in the hydrophobic zipper and had mainly 
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positive BLOSUM62 scores. The rest of the positively selected codons were located out of the 
helices.
.
Discussion
R genes in plants are highly diverse and evolve rapidly (Dangl and Jones 2001; Rose et al. 
2004). The rapid rate of evolution in R genes makes them a good model to study the processes 
of co-evolution.
In the current study we have found high nucleotide diversity of the leaf rust resistance gene, 
Lr10, among wild emmer wheat populations originating from Israel, and we found differences 
in the level of nucleotide diversity between the CC, NBS and LRR domains of this gene. The 
high nucleotide diversity revealed in the current study allowed us to detect the outcome of 
several evolutionary processes that shaped this diversity and to see how the diversity is 
distributed on the protein 3D structure. 
Nucleotide diversity of Lr10 domains among natural wild emmer wheat populations 
Lr10 nucleotide diversity ( = 0.029) within a collection of wild emmer wheat accessions from  
a relatively small area in Israel (12 locations) was found to be ten times higher than the 
average  (0.0027) calculated for 21 gene loci (21kb) in a collection of 28 wild emmer wheat  
accessions from all over the Fertile Crescent (Haudry et al. 2007). In contrast to the majority 
of plant R genes analyzed so far, where the LRR domain was the most diverse domain, the 
LRR in Lr10 is the most conserved domain (Jiang et al. 2007; Mauricio et al. 2003; Rose et al. 
2004; Yahiaoui et al. 2009). These results suggest a different mechanism of interaction 
between LR10 and pathogen molecules than the mechanism in most of the other studied R 
genes. The hypothesis that such a mechanistic difference exists is also supported by the high 
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diversity observed in the CC domain compared to small or absent diversity in CC domains of 
other R genes, such as barley MLA, Solanum Rx and Gpa2, and wheat Pm3 (Bieri et al. 2004; 
Butterbach et al. 2007; Yahiaoui et al. 2006). Lr10 does not act alone; it needs to act together 
with the closely linked RGA2 (Loutre et al. 2009). There is a growing body of evidence that 
some R genes function in pairs and that NBS-LRR genes vary in their mode of action (Eitas 
and Dangl 2010) Thus, the mode of action of Lr10 could be different than other R genes, 
which act alone and have a conserved CC domain. 
The 3D modeling of the CC domain is showing two anti-parallel coils (H1 and H2). The high 
variability in the CC domain is concentrated in the H1 region. The variable amino acids in this 
region are predicted to be solvent-exposed (Fig. 1, Fig. 7). However, H2a is highly conserved; 
this region is known to interact with the NBS and with RanGap in Rx from Solanum, a CC-
NBS-LRR gene (Rairdan et al. 2008; Slootweg et al. 2010; Tameling and Baulcombe 2007). 
Therefore, H2a have similar properties to conserved CC domains in other CC-NBS-LRR 
genes, while H1 is different because of its high variability. In Rx this region may be involved 
in cell localization (Slootweg et al. 2010). The diversity in the CC domain is linked in some 
codons to positive selection, which retains a variation of amino acids with different properties, 
and could point to interaction of this domain with pathogen effectors as suggested also by 
Loutre et al. (2009) and Sela et al. (2011). Several studies have reported indirect interaction of 
CC domains with pathogen effectors (Ade et al. 2007; Burch-Smith et al. 2007; Mackey et al. 
2002; Rairdan et al. 2008). Others have shown direct interaction of another N terminus, the 
Toll and the interleukin-1 receptor (TIR) domain, with pathogen effectors (Ellis, et al. 2007; 
Luck et al. 2000). To our knowledge, there are no reports of CC domains interacting directly 
with pathogen effectors, as it is suggested for LR10 CC domain. In Sela et al. (2011) we have 
revealed that the linker between the NBS and CC domains of Lr10 have high indel 
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polymorphism (Fig. 1, Fig. 2 hotspot Y). We have postulated that the high variability is 
created by recombination. This region is intriguing, because of the large differences in length 
between the sequences and the spread of the length variants in all of the Triticum species 
(Loutre et al. 2009; Sela et al. 2011). It is not clear whether or how this region may affect the 
conformation and function of the Lr10 coded protein. Several studies have shown that the CC 
domain in plant R genes can function even when expressed separately from the rest of the 
protein (Moffett et al. 2002; Rairdan et al. 2008), making the effect of indel variability within 
the linker on gene function questionable. In the current study we found that the 3D structure 
predicted for this region has no intrinsic disorder. Therefore, the region can modulate the 
structural properties of the hinge between the CC and NBS domains. 
The Lr10 NBS region has relatively high amino acid sequence diversity, but, in most of the 
cases, the diversity was found only outside of the NBS motifs (Fig 1). A surprising 
observation was the high conservation of the first intron. There are some studies 
demonstrating that first introns might contain regulatory elements, and, therefore, they are 
subject to purifying selection (Fu et al. 2005; Bornstein et al. 1987). 
Alternative splicing and ancient haplotypes in the LRR domain
Even though the Lr10 LRR domain is relatively conserved, the region of the 9th LRR repeat 
has a very high nucleotide and protein diversity between the two main haplotypes found in the 
wild emmer wheat accessions. Each haplotype is highly conserved and could be traced back 
to T. monoccocum and T. urartu, the putative donors of the A genome to T. dicoccoides 
(Loutre et al. 2009). The positive values of neutrality tests (Fu and Li 1993; Tajima 1989) 
suggest that this region is under balancing selection. Negative values in nearby loci minimize 
the probability that demographic factors are the cause of the positive values. Signatures of 
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balancing selection were also observed in many NBS-LRR genes in Arabidopsis (Bakker et 
al. 2006). The two haplotypes found in the current study are present also in durum wheat and 
both confer resistance to leaf rust (Loutre et al. 2009). The 3D modeling of the LRR showed 
that the 9th repeat is unique because it forms an extensive alpha helix, whereas the other 
repeats form only coils (Fig. 6). The concentration of many amino acid replacements in this 
particularly well-defined structure seems not to be random. The varying residues in this 
region are solvent exposed to and have negative BLOSUM62 scores. Therefore, they may 
have significant affects on the domain's interaction with other plant proteins or pathogen 
effectors and may affect specificity (Palomino et al. 2002). Testing these haplotypes against 
many leaf rust races may reveal differences in their specificities. 
These two haplotypes differed also in their DNA signals for regulation of alternative splicing, 
whereby one haplotype does not have the 5' prime GU splice junction, and the other haplotype 
has the junction and 5 additional CUG-BP binding motifs. However, these motifs can be also 
recognized by the polypyrimidine tract binding protein (PTB), which has an antagonistic 
regulatory effect, so the effect of the motifs on splicing cannot be determined in silico 
(Gromak et al. 2003). The creation or deletion of the splicing regulation in LR10-LRR 
domain is not a single evolutionary event, but a process that includes many mutation steps. 
These mutations are positioned in exonic regions, and, therefore, they affect the amino acid 
sequence as well. Hence, it will be interesting to find which selection force maintained the 
variation. Is it the selection that acted on splicing regulation? or the selection that acted on the 
amino acid sequence or they both have equal weight? . Unlike other plant R genes, it is clear 
that alternative splicing is not essential for conferring resistance, (Dinesh-Kumar and Baker 
2000; Gassmann 2008; Jordan et al. 2002; Zhang and Gassmann 2003), because the resistant 
Thatcher Lr10 (Feuillet et al. 2003) does not have the splicing junction. However, these 
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haplotypes are ancient, they evolved in the ancestor of the A genome wheat species, prior to 
the species radiation 0.5-3 million years ago (Wicker et al. 2003). The haplotypes represent a 
long evolutionary history of host-parasite interactions. This observation indicates that this 
alternative splicing has an important adaptive value that preserved their existence side-by-
side. 
Up to the present date, shorter LRR domains, or complete truncation of the LRR domains in 
splice variants, were observed mainly in TIR-NBS-LRR genes and not in CC-NBS-LRR with 
the exception of JA1tr in the bean Phaseolus vulgaris, (Ferrier-Cana et al. 2005). Unlike 
alternative splicing reported for other NBS-LRR genes, alternative splicing in Lr10 does not 
result in a premature stop codon, but rather yields an in-frame deletion of five repeats. Shorter 
LRRs can release the suppression of the LRR domain on NBS activity (Gassmann 2008; 
Jordan, et al. 2002). The short splice variant may play a role in expression of regulation via 
the nonsense-mediated RNA decay pathway, but it does not have the premature stop codon 
normally associated with this process (Chang, et al. 2004). On the other hand, the shorter 
alternative variant still forms a canonical horseshoe so it may be involved in recognition of 
different races or pathogens. 
The polymorphism represented by the two haplotypes in the LRR domain is evolutionarily 
stable; the two haplotypes have coexisted before the A genome species radiation 0.5-3 million 
years ago (Wicker et al. 2003), suggesting a balanced polymorphism. This is further supported 
by Tajima's test indicating balancing selection. Furthermore, in Sela et al. (2011) we have 
observed that the two haplotypes do not recombine and form a LD block and that the two 
haplotypes are present side-by-side in many populations across Israel. Moreover, the two 
haplotypes were also persevered during the bottleneck of domestication since they are both 
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present in the cultivated wheat T. durum (Loutre et al. 2009). The ancient diversity observed 
in both studies supports a long evolutionary history of Lr10 - pathogen effectors interaction in 
the trench warfare model. In this model, polymorphism is maintained by alleles that are 
fluctuating between high and low frequencies shifted by frequency-dependent selection 
(Holub 2001; Stahl et al. 1999). The findings of the current study reject the arms race model 
for Lr10, which predicts young genes with low variation (Holub 2001). The observation that 
the diversity is stable suggest that it may has impact on the gene function or specificity. 
Genetic diversity has been narrowed down in wheat cultivars due to modern breeding 
practices and selection for high yield. The signatures of balancing selection that were revealed 
between Lr10 haplotypes suggest, that even-tough many of the alleles may not confer 
resistance to the current prevailing pathogen races, they are maintained in the population by 
frequency dependent selection and may be functional against rare pathogen races (Stahl et al 
1999). Furthermore, ~80% of Lr10 alleles were translated into full-length proteins, hence, 
they may be functional against unknown leaf rust race. Therefore, it is important to preserve 
as much diversity as we can since genotypes that are susceptible to the current prevailing 
pathogen races may be resistant to new emerging races.  These insights have immediate 
relevance for wheat germplasm collection and in situ conservation that can serve for the 
breeding of crop plants against pathogens for the security of world food production. The hot-
spots of diversity that were revealed in the current study in the CC domain and in the LRR 
domain may serve as starting points for in-planta or in-vitro structure-function studies of 
Lr10 which seems to function somewhat different from other CC-NBS-LRR genes studied  so 
far. 
Experimental procedures
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Plant material 
One hundred T. dicoccoides accessions, from 12 collection sites in Israel, were used in the 
current study as described in Sela et al. (2011). The collection sites represent diverse habitats 
across the distribution range of T. dicoccoides in Israel. A full description of their geographic 
origin and climatic conditions can be found in Nevo and Beiles (1989). 
Lr10 gene isolation and sequencing
Lr10 gene was isolated as described in Sela et al. (2011). Briefly, the full 4kb length Lr10 
gene was amplified as one PCR product using the primers ThLR10_V 
(CGGAACTATGGAGAGTGAAC) and ThLR10_U (GGGAAATGTAGACAGGTACAT) (Feuillet et 
al. 2003). PCR products were separated on agarose gels, extracted, cloned into pSMART 
vector (Lucigen) and sequenced. The Lr10 DNA sequences were aligned using MUSCLE 
(Edgar 2004) and manually corrected using BioEdit (Hall 2007). 
Statistical analysis 
DNA sequence alignments were analyzed for nucleotide diversity ( ) (Nei 1987) using  
DNAsp (Rozas et al. 2003). This software was also used to conduct Tajima (Tajima 1989) and 
Fu & Li (Fu and Li 1993) neutrality tests. Protein diversity was calculated as the average 
distance between pairwise sequences using the JonesTaylorThornton amino acid 
substitution model (JTT) (Jones 1992) in MEGA software (Kumar et al. 2004). Tests for 
positive selection were performed using the fixed-effects likelihood method (FEL) on the 
DataMonkey server (Pond and Frost 2005). The method uses likelihood-based analysis to 
identify sites where the rate of nonsynonymous substitutions is greater than the rate of 
synonymous substitutions. Recombination break points in the alignment were detected with a 
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genetic algorithm for recombination tool (GARD) on the same server and were used in FEL 
analysis in order to correct for the effect of recombination. A partition approach for robust 
inference of selection (PARRIS) (Scheffler et al. 2006) on the Datamonkey server detected 
overall signatures of positive selection in the different domains. Screening for protein binding 
motifs involved in splicing regulation (SF) was conducted by the method described in 
Akerman et al. (2009). Briefly, the nucleotide sequence was screened with a set (Table 3) of 
known splicing regulatory motifs (Lorkovic and Barta 2002) using a sliding window moved in 
steps of one nucleotide. At every position, a score was calculated for each motif based on the 
similarity between the word at that position and a known motif (Table 3). Subsequently, each 
motif was given a score from 0 to 1, representing the reliability of the prediction. The 
magnitude of the score depends upon the similarity of the queried sequence to a given motif 
and the genome content around the motif. The screen searched for new binding sites for 
splicing factors formed by mutations between two conserved haplotypes in the LRR domain. 
mRNA analysis
RNA was extracted from 10-day-old seedlings using the Aurum RNA extraction kit (Bio 
Rad). The cDNA first strand was synthesized using the Reverse-iT 1st Strand Synthesis Kit 
(ABgene). PCR amplification was conducted using primers LRR-Lr10-L 
(TGCTCGACGTACAAGATTGC) and LRR-Lr10-R (CTCCACATAGGCAGCACTGA) derived from 
the exonic LRR region of the cloned Lr10 sequence (Feuillet et al. 2003). PCR products were 
separated on agarose gels, extracted, and sequenced. The sequences were aligned and 
screened for splicing junctions using the BDGP splice predictor (Reese et al. 1997). 
3D structure modeling
Sequence similarity searches were performed with BLAST using BLOSUM62 (Henikoff and 
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Henikoff 1992). Patterns, profiles, and domain recognition were scanned with InterPro 
(Quevillon et al. 2005) and CDART (Geer et al. 2002). Secondary structure predictions were 
performed with SOPMA (Geourjon and Deleage 1995), GOR IV (Garnier et al. 1996), 
PsiPred (Jones 1999), Jpred (Cole et al. 2008), HNN (Guermeur 1997), and PROF (Ouali and 
King 2000). Linkers were predicted by DLP-SVM (Miyazaki et al. 2002). 
Putative LxxLxL motifs in the LRR domain were checked for local intrinsic disorder, 
accessibility, and contact forming propensity against a full LRR structure database built by us 
on the basis of the Protein Data Bank (www.wwpdb.org) (Slootweg, 2009). Homology 
modeling was performed with SLIDE (Hanganu et al, 2009), a software for interactive 
threading, and with Insight II (Accelrys). Variability at a given site along the multiple 
alignments of LR10 protein sequences was defined as the average of the BLOSUM62 
substitution matrix values between every sequence. This was mapped onto the 3D structure 
using a Python script written for PyMol ( DeLano Scientific LLC).
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Figure legends:
Fig. 1 Alignment of eight LR10 protein sequences from  wild emmer wheat accessions 
representing the whole spectrum of diversity . Sequence 9 is a reference sequence from 
Thatcher-Lr10 (GenBank acc. AAQ01784). Similar or dissimilar substitutions relative to the 
consensus are   shaded, in light or dark gray respectively. H1-H2 are helices in the CC 
domain. Numbers 1-8 in the NBS domain are conserved motifs: 1-P-loop, 2-RNBS-A, 3-
kinase2, 4-RNBS-B, 5-RNBS-C, 6-GLPL, 7-RNBS-D, and 8-MHDV. R1-R16 in the LRR 
domain are the LxxLxL motifs at the 5' of the repeats. Exclamation marks point to positively 
selected codons. Letters above exclamation marks are the positions of the residue in the helix 
(a&d, intramolecular dimerization positions, c&g, solvent exposed positions). X and Y are the 
hotspots of diversity indicated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 7. Z is the hotspot of diversity indicated in 
Fig. 2 and Fig. 6 and presented in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. CC, NBS, Linker, and LRR mark the 
starting point form C terminal to N terminal of the domains. Black line above the linker marks 
a repeat in the sequence. 
Fig.2  Nucleotide diversity ( ) and D values of Tajima neutrality test along  Lr10. Graphs were 
calculated using 100 bp window with 25 bp steps. X and Y are the hotspots of diversity 
indicated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 7. Z hotspot of diversity indicated in Fig.1 and Fig. 6 and 
presented in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. 
Fig.3 Distribution of codons under positive or negative selection along Lr10 as determined by 
FEL. Positive (diamonds, dN>dS) and negative (squares, dN<dS) selected codons in Lr10. Y 
axis represents -log of one tail significance level of dN-dS difference. Significance level p=0.1, 
0.05, 0.01, 0.001 equals to -log p=1, 1.3, 2, and 3, respectively.
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Fig.4 DNA and protein and alignment of the two haplotypes in the second intron 5' splicing 
site, hotspot Z in the LRR domain. Upper sequence - no splicing haplotype. Lower sequence - 
splicing haplotype. Mutations are in bold, < and underlined sequence represents, a local 
frameshift. GU is the conserved motif for intron 5' start. BLOSUM62 scores are the scores of 
amino acid substitutions between the haplotypes.  
Fig. 5 Comparison of unique SF binding motives between the two haplotypes in the second 
intron region, the hotspot Z region in the LRR domain. Arrows mark mutations forming SF 
binding motives. Numbers above/under the arrows are the splicing factors binding motives 1- 
CUG-BP, 2 - hnRNPA1, 3 - hnRNPH/F, 4 - PTB.  Boxes with diagonal hatching, exons. Box 
with vertical hatching, retained intron. Broken thick line, spliced intron. a Non-splicing 
halotype. b Alternative splicing haplotype
Fig. 6 a. Cartoon representation of LR10-LRR domain. Variability based on BLOSUM62 
matrix is represented using a color scale from blue (conserved) to red (hypervariable); b. The 
same object rotated 90º on X axis and colored in blue. Amino acids forming the positive 
cluster are colored magenta. Aromatic amino acids involved in stacking interactions on the 
concave part are colored orange. Z-the hotspot of diversity, the ninth repeat, indicated in Fig. 
1 and Fig. 2 and presented in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
Fig. 7 L10-CC model: a. Cartoon representation colored by secondary structure - amino acids 
involved hydrophobic zipping are colored yellow to pinpoint the hydrophobic matching 
between helices. The RanGAP interacting motif and the EDVVD motif are colored in orange 
and magenta, respectively (Rairdan et al. 2008; Slootweg et al. 2010; Tameling and 
Baulcombe 2007). b. Cartoon representation with variability mapped on a scale from blue 
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(conserved) to red (hypervariable); (X) the exposed surface of the first strand - H1; (W) the 
linkers between the H2a and H2b. 
Fig S1 Alignment of MLA10-CC domain  and Lr10 (P522) CC domain. KIH- positions in 
the helix structure. MLA- MLA amino acid sequence. SS - secondary structure. Disorder - 
level of disorder where high values indicates less order. Similar MLA - the level of similarity 
between MLA and Lr10. Charge distribution on the sequence is represented on a scale form 0 
(negative-red) to 9 (positive -blue) where 4 is neutral. Yellow shading represents amino acids 
in the hydrophobic zipper.
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Table 1 Nucleotide and Protein sequence diversity along LR10 
Domain DNA-
Protein-over all 
mean JTT distance
dN/dS Signatures of positive selection 
P-value1
CC 0.083 0.155 1.25 0.006
Intron 1 0.005 N/A N/A N/A
NBS 0.019 0.048 0.73 1
LRR 0.020 0.033 0.41 0.6
Intron 2 0.010 N/A N/A N/A
Coding 
sequence
0.031 0.063 0.74 7.4x10-6
Overall 0.029 N/A N/A N/A
1 P-value is for signatures of positive selection calculated by PARRIS (Scheffler, Martin 
and Seoighe 2006) 
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Table 2 Codons subjected to positive selection in the CC domain
Codon 
position
Amino acid 
substitutions1
BLOSUM62 2 scores 
range 
Position 
in the 
helix3
FEL dN-
dS4
FEL p-
value5
13 M,V 1 a 0.85 0.08
29 I,K,R -3< >2 c 1.49 0.06
48 D,M,I,A,V -3< >1 g 0.99 0.06
69 C,L -1 d 1.95 0.04
73 V,M,A -1< >1 a 0.73 0.09
97 P,S -1 0.82 0.10
128 I,C,F -2 < >0 a 2.74 0.03
161 A,V 0 1.37 0.04
174 C,H,F,E -4< >0 3.29 0.09
 1.Amino acid substitutions represented by single letter code.
2 Range of BLOSUM 62 score substitutions in the codon (Henikoff 
and Henikoff 1992). 
3Positions of the codon in the helix. a&d, intramolecular 
dimerization positions, c&g, solvent exposed positions.
 4FEL dN-dS is the difference between non-synonymous and 
synonymous substitutions as calculated by DataMonkey server 
(Pond and Frost 2005). 
 5 FEL p-value is the probability that the codon is under positive 
selection.
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Table 3 Splicing factors and splicing factor binding site motifs. For reference see (Akerman et 
al. 2009)
Splicing factor Binding motif
PTB
ucuu 
cucucu
hnRNPA1
uagggw 
uagaca 
uagagu 
hnRNPAB auagca
hnRNPH
uugggu
uguggg
ggcgg 
gggug 
SC35
gryymcy
ugcygyy
SF2/ASF
crsmsgw
ugrwgvh 
Srp40
cuckucy 
wcwwc 
Srp55 yywcwsg
9G8
wggacra 
acgagagay
9G8/SRp30c gacgac
CUG-BP
cugugb
cugcug
ugugug
yugcy
ycugy
Nucleotide symbols used: B=C/U/G, R=A/G; W=A/U; Y=C/U; S=C/G; K=G/UTable 3 
Splicing factors and splicing factor binding site motifs. For reference see (Akerman et al. 
2009)
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Fig1
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Fig 2 
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Fig 3 
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Fig 4 
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Fig 5
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Fig 6
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Fig 7
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Fig S1
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